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%e have resolved individual components of the broad vibrational band of liquid water
by using polarization coherent anti-Stokes (active) Raman spectroscopy. None of the
existing models of liquid water based on the unresolved spontaneous Raman spectrum
describe in full the observed spectra.

The unambiguous resolution of close and over-
lapping lines is one of the most important and
difficult problems in spectroscopy. In sponta-
neous Raman spectroscopy of condensed sub-
stances the solution to this problem is a curve-
fitting procedure involving a formal resolution of
observed bands into a number of symmetrical
lines of chosen shape and intensity. However,
this technique suffers from the lack of unique-
ness as a consequence of the lack of resolution.
A well-known and important example of the lack
of uniqueness is the variety of models proposed
to describe the spontaneous Raman line shape of
liquid water in the 3200-3600-cm ' stretching-
vibrational region. ' '

In this Letter we show that active control of the
polarization in coherent anti-Stokes (active)
Raman spectroscopy (CARS) offers the spectro-
scopist a new tool with which to probe the inner
structure of broad Raman bands. We apply the
technique to the 3400-cm ' band of liquid water
and resolve spectral details that can be used to
verify existing models of this band and thus the
structure of water in the liquid state.

The ability of polarization CARS to resolve
components was discussed and experimentally
used to resolve the doublet structure of the 1305-
cm ' Raman line of an aqueous solution of HNO, ."
Here we develop this technique in more detail
with emphasis on broad featureless bands.

Consider a simple example of a pair of closely
spaced Raman lines with Lorentzian line shapes
and identical linewidths and intensities but with
slightly different depolarization ratios (i.e., p,
=0.32 and p2=0.35). Figure 1(a) shows the re-
sulting spontaneous Raman band shape when the

two components are closer than their full width
at half- maximum (FWHM) linewidths. The band
shape becomes indistinguishable from the in-
dividual components and hence the band is unre-
solved. A similar unresolved band shape occurs
for ordinary CARS where the frequency disper-
sion of

~
X»»~'» (&u, ; ~„-&u,) ~' is measured as

shown in Fig. 1(b).
However, polarization CARS does allow the

band shape to be resolved as shown in Fig. 1(c).
Here the polarization vectors e, and e, of the
linearly polarized waves at frequencies ~, and

&, make an angle p = 70 with respect to each
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FIG. 1. Pair of overlapping lines in (a) spontaneous
Raman spectroscopy, (b) ordinary CARS, and (c) po-
larization CARS. The parameter of curves is the rela-
tive distance between the line centers, & =(~i ~p)/
FWHM. In (c), the angle e between pNR and the normal
of the analyzer transmission plane is chosen to be e
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p„„=2e,(e, e,*)+e,*(e, e,)

gives the polarization of the nonresonant back-
ground and

PR1 (s2) ( PR1 (a3)) el(el e3 )

(2)

pR1 (R2) 2 (el 1) (3)

determines the polarization of each of the Raman
resonances. If the normal of the transmission
plane of the analyzer is set between p» and p»,
their projections on this plane are of opposite
sign thus leading to destructive interference. The
interference condition can be "actively" con-
trolled by rotati:on of the analyzer. Thus the
closely spaced lines that compose the band can
be resolved in polarization CARS even though

they remain unresolved in spontaneous Raman
and ordinary CARS spectroscopy.

The experimental setup for applying the polar-
ization CARS technique to liquid water is shown

in Fig. 2. The high-peak-power computer-tuned
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FIG. 2. Schematic of the measurement apparatus
showing the unstable resonantor Nd:YAlGlaser pu-m'ped-
LiNb03 OPO tunable source which consists of a 5-cm
LiNb03 crystal (C), grating (G), output coupler (M),
~m3 input beam splitter (BS). ~/4 and ~/2 are Fresnel
rhomb dispersionless quarter- and half-wave plates
~~ PMT-1 and -2 are the signal and reference photo-
multiplier detectors.

other. A polarization analyzer is used in the
anti-Stokes beam and is set near the position to
suppress the nonresonant background. ' The
three contributions to the nonlinear polarization
at co, =2~ —co, are

p(3)(~ ) ~ (3)ARp~ ~ ~ (3)13lp

+ Xllll pa2 & (1)(3)B2

where

1.4-4.0- )lm Nd: YA16-laser-pumped (neodymium-
doped yttrium aluminum garnet) LiNbo3 optical
parametric oscillator (OPO) source easily covers
the entire liquid-water Raman spectrum from
2900 to 3100 cm ' by tuning over the 1.53-1.89-
p,m Stokes wavelength range relative to the 1.064-
p.m pump wavelength of the unstable resonator
Nd: YA;G laser. ' The absorption of the parametric
oscillator radiation by liquid water is still mod-
erate l,b„& =0.1 cm in this wavelength region. '
Small anamolous dispersion of the water-refrac-
tive index prevents angle phase matching by beam
crossing. However, we used slightly crossed
beams to allow spatial separation of the genera-
ted anti-Stokes beam.

Typical beam powers at the sample were 3.5
MW at 1.064 pm and 0.1 le% at the Stokes wave.
Both beams were focused to a diameter of 0.5
mm inside the sample. The cell was constructed
with use of thin 0.2-mm glass windows to de-
crease anti-Stokes generation in the glass. Meas-
urements were made at room temperature on
singly distilled water. The temperature rise due
to absorbed optical power was estimated to be
less'than 5'C. A PDP-11/10 minicomputer was
used to synchronously tune the LiNbo, optical
parametric oscillator" and the grating spectrom-
eter.

Attention was paid to systematic changes in the
anti-Stokes signal due to dispersion of the co-
herence length and absorption of the Stokes beam.
In water, E„h=0.6 mm at 2900 cm ' and 0.2 mm
at 4100 cm ' where l„h=a/4k. The systematic
variation of the anti-Stokes signal as well as fluc-
tuations in its intensity were normalized by ra-
tioning the signal transmitted by the analyzer to
the orthogonally polarized component rejected by
the analyzer thus exploiting a technique recently
developed by Oudar, Smith, and Shen. "

The computer coQected data from signal and
reference channels on each laser pulse at a 10-
Hz rate, calculated their ratio, averaged over
50 pulses, calculated the statistical deviation of
the ratio, and stored the data on disk. Spectral
scans which were run several times were taken
in 15-cm ' steps resulting in scan times of nearly
half an hour.

For each angle position of the analyzer we took
a polarization CARS spectrum with and without a
quarter-wave plate in the anti-Stokes beam. This
provided complete information on the change in
elliptical polarization of the CARS signal" and
gave spectra that were equivalent to the two dis-
persion curves, ellipticity and major-axis in-
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FIG. 3. Polarization CARS spectra of liquid water
for various a~~les e between p~ and the normal of the
ann&yzer transmission pIane as a parameter The spec-
tra on the left show the dispersion of the ratio of the
signal and reference photomultiplier signals. The spec-
tra on the right show the same, but with a quarter-wave
plate placed in the anti-Stokes beam with its principal
axis at an ~~&le of —3 relative to pNz.

clination-angle dispersion, usually studied by
coherent Haman ellipsometry (CHEM).""

Figure 3 shows selected examples of the ob-
served spectra at various setting angles of the
analyzer. Here the analyzer angle & is referred
to the normal to the transmission plane and the
nonresonant background polarization vector p~.
The measured angle between p~ and e, was p
=46'+ 0.5' compared to the calculated angle of
p„~,=tan '

(3 tan p) =42.4' at y = 70' assuming
that Kleinman's symmetry applies for x,z»

'
No nonresonant background signal mas observed
for the analyzer angle set to e =O'. In the present
geometry e & 0 corresponds to the vector p~ lying
between e, and the normal to the analyzer trans-
mission plane.

Figure 4 shoms the computer-simulated po-
larization CARS spectra of liquid mater using the
data of various proposed models. For these cal-
culations we have taken the number of compo-
nents, their positions, FWHM, integrated inten-
sities, and depolarization ratios from models
proposed by Murphy and Bernstein' and by Scher-
er and others' as well as an early model due to
Schultz and Hornig. ' The fitting parameter for
the curves was the ratio of the peak value of the
imaginary part of the resonant Raman suscepti-
bility tensor pygmy ', to the nonresonant compo-
nent Xyyyy of water. The closest qualitative
agreement of calculated and observed spectra
was achieved with y»»i' /g»» ' =0.65, which
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Fj:G. 4. Computer-simulated polarization CARS spec-
tra of water. AII conditions are equivalent to that of
Fig. 3. Heavy solid Iines, Murphy and Bernstein's
model (Ref. 3); light solid lines, model of Scherer and
others (Ref. 5); dashed lines, Schultz and Hornig's
model (Ref. 1). y»«~3~"lg, «, "s=0.65. Dispersion of
E «h in water was calculated using data on water refrac-
tive index. The ratio of nonresonant cubic susceptibil-
&&&es of water and glass &xgggg )gla ss~&xgggg ) wacer
= 0.63 was taken from Levine and Bethea's papers'4
(see also Ref. 15, Table 14.1).

is 3 times less than reported by Itzkin and Leon-
ard in their early CARS studies of H,O." Although
the calculated spontaneous Raman spectra are
nearly identical for the models, this is clearly
not the case for the calculated polarization CARS
spectra. The Schultz-Hornig model results in
curves qualitatively inconsistent with observed
spectra which appear to more closely match the
experimental ones. However, there is significant
quantitative disagreement between theory and ex-
perimental for all of the models considered.

In conclusion, we have shown that polarization
CARS is a powerful tool for studying the struc-
ture of broad Raman bands. We have resolved,
for the first time, the fine structure of the water
stretching-vibrational Raman band by controlling
the polarization in CARS spectroscopy. This ex-
periment clearly demonstrates the advantages of
polarization coherent anti-Stokes (active"" -as
it is sometimes and properly called) Haman spec-
troscopy.
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The buildup of persistent photoconductivity, presently a controversial phenomenon, is
observed by measuring densities and mobilities of photoinduced excess electrons in thin
n-GaAs layers between successive illuminations. Evidence from this novel type of anal-
ysis supports a model assumizg charge separation by macroscopic potential barriers.
%'e explain quantitatively how the photon dose logarithmically increases the number, but
not necessarily the density, of persisting carriers and ascribe mobility enhancements to
screening of ionized impurities.

Many semiconductors exhibit persistent photo- related to PP. Quantitative information is need-
currents (PP): A photoinduced conductivity in- ed to describe lateral charge transport in very
crement persists after the illumination, often thin semiconductor layers near surfaces. This
with immeasurably long time constants. ' ' Two would be of interest for quantum effects from re-
conflicting interpretations presently exist. The duced dimensionality" as well as for applications,
first assumes macroscopic potential barriers, such as charge-coupled devices" or memories. '
such as junctions or surface barriers, which sep- This paper describes PP in well-defined layers
arate spatially the photogenerated electron/hole of GaAs at low photon excitation levels. We are
pairs to suppress their recombination. ' ~ The able to observe and explain for the first time the
second interpretation postulates microscopic bar- transient buildup of PP by using the Hall effect
riers against recombination due to impurity atoms with high resolution to measure both density n
with large lattice relaxations. ' ' and mobility p of the excess electrons in thin n-

Interest in this unusual phenomenon has been type layers on high-resistivity substrates. This
recently rekindled. Studies of two-dimensional technique, which yields more information than
electron gases at semiconductor interfaces rely simple conductance measurements, is shown
on PP to enhance electron densities. ' Interpreta- here to furnish quantitative details about geomet-
tions of atomistic properties of deep impurities ric structure and electronic transport. The meth-
in semiconductors have been based on PP obser- od thus promises to become a novel technique for
vations. " Enhancement of carrier mobility by analysis of semiconductors interfaces. We ob-
spatial separation of liberated carriers from tain clear evidence for the model, assuming
their dopant ions ("modulation doping")' may be macroscopic barriers.
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